It’s all in the detail...

D ECO R EVIVAL

May 2019 – High Point, NC –
Bespoke furniture manufacturer Jonathan Charles
travels back to the 20’s and 30’s for their inspiration
behind their new Gatsby collection comprised
of dining and living room essentials. The two
eras’ design influences are manifested in a subtle
manner with stainless steel, mother of pearl, and
brass accents layered over the greyed walnut
and eucalyptus foundation. Stylistically, the Art
Deco inspiration shines through in geometric
formations, whether it’s the asymmetric veneer
pattern on a table top or a series of varying
rectangular shapes over cabinet doors.
###
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Gatsby Contemporary Chest of Drawers
The Gatsby Contemporary Chest of Drawers
fashions greyed walnut, antique champagne
finished silver leaf, and white brass drawers –
into a Art Moderne-leaning style complete
with stacked oblong impressions in the center
of the four drawers.
40” W x 18” D x 36” H

Gatsby Dining Chair
Angular lines converge on the Gatsby Dining
Chair, whose grey walnut frame with irregularly
beveled edges lend a visual foundation for the
upholstered seat.
21” W x 25.5” D x 36” H

Gatsby Storage Cabinet
Multiple rectangles ripple from the center of the
Gatsby Storage Cabinet as a nod to its Art Deco
inspiration. Available in stainless steel or mother of
pearl, the rectangular inlay creates a striking look
in harmony with the angular silhouette.
36” W x 19” D 71” H
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Gatsby Rectangular Dining Table
Offered at three different sizes – 84, 96,
and 108 inches – the Gatsby Rectangular
Dining Table’s outstanding element is its
asymmetric veneer table top created from
eucalyptus in a smoky gray finish. Stainless
steel panels along the exterior of each
tripod base add a subtle sheen.

Gatsby Round Dining Table
Offered at three different sizes – 54, 60, and
72 inches in diameter – the Gatsby Round
Dining Table commands attention as a
dining room centerpiece with its industrialleaning stainless steel paneled base that
supports a greyed eucalyptus tabletop
displayed in an asymmetric cut pattern.

Gatsby Low Cabinet
The beauty of the Gatsby Low Cabinet lies in
its double arrangement of rectangular ‘rings’ –
shown in either mother of pearl or stainless steel
inlay – in ascending size over each of its dark
grey walnut door panel. Tapered stainless steel
legs finish the 20’s inspired look.
42” W x 18” D x 38” H
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